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Today’s 
Agenda

 Welcome to Diagnostic Review!

 Introduction

 Why is the Diagnostic important?

 Exam Review

 What Next?



Who Is Next Step?

• Began in 2009 as a tutoring company

• Focus on graduate admissions tests only

• Team of educational experts

• First company to have materials built from 
ground up for 2015 MCAT format

• Now the first company to have new 
2018 MCAT Interface

STUDENTS HAVE A CHOICE IN TEST PREP

✓We never stop improving our course



Introduction

Sophia Stone

PCAT Content Manager

 Tutored and taught for 8+ years

 Score 99th percentile on PCAT

✓ Next Step is a team of test prep and 
educational experts committed to excellence.



Introduction 
to Public Webinars

Thanks for coming to our webinar!

These sessions are meant to be:

 Interactive

 Problem-focused

✓ Think of a question after this 
webinar? Post in our forums at 
forum-pcat.nextsteptestprep.com

Getting Started:

1. Turn on your mic

2. Locate the hand-raise button

3. Locate the Question and Chat 
boxes

4. Let me know if you’re having at 
tech issues!



Biological Processes:

Gas Exchange Passage

• CO2 is carried in the blood as HCO3
–, 

bound to hemoglobin, or dissolved in the 
plasma



• Acetazolamide inhibits carbonic anhydrase

carbonic anhydrase

Biological Processes:

Gas Exchange Passage



Biological Processes:

Q20



Biological Processes:

Q21



Biological Processes:

Q22



Biological Processes:

Q23



Chemical Processes:

Polypeptides Passage

• Purpose: identify amino acids in polypeptide

• Methods: polypeptide denatured → hydrolyzed → cation-exchange chromatography → heated with 
ninhydrin



• ninhydrin + amino acid → Ruhemann’s Purple 

Chemical Processes:

Polypeptides Passage



• Methods (cont’d): determine amount of each amino acid

• New Purpose: identify position of amino acids

• New Methods: label with Edman reagent → cleave terminal amino acid → repeat

Chemical Processes:

Polypeptides Passage



1. Label with Edman reagent
2. Cleave terminal amino acid
3. Repeat

Chemical Processes:

Polypeptides Passage



Chemical Processes:

Polypeptides Passage



Chemical Processes:

Q16

Image adapted from Anna Bauer under CC BY-SA 3.0

Image adapted from TimVickers modified by Yassine Mrabet under CC BY 3.0



𝐑𝐚 𝐞 = 𝐤[𝐀]𝐌 = 𝐤 𝐌
𝐤 = 𝟏

Chemical Processes:

Q17



Chemical Processes:

Q18



ether ester              imine  amide

Chemical Processes:

Q19



The German Empire existed for only 47 years and yet did more to shape the nature of the 20th century than any other state in 
Europe (or possibly, the world). While most only remember WWI and the dissolution of the Second Reich, the German Empire 
should instead be remembered for its startling internal contrasts. It was a nation of impressive social, electoral, and economic
advances but also strictly authoritarian, a tension that embodied much of the zeitgeist of the subsequent century.

In 1871, the newly-minted Empire enacted universal male suffrage. At a time when poll taxes and literacy tests were used to 
disenfranchise black voters in the U.S. and the U.K. still had property requirements, the German Empire permitted every single male 
the right to vote. Germany also created Europe’s first social welfare system, providing old-age pensions, sickness benefits, and
accident and disability insurance.

In addition to these reforms, the Empire experienced an unprecedented industrial and military expansion. Germany can rightly 
claim to be the first truly “urbanized” nation in the world. By 1913 Germany had the largest rail network in the world, after the U.S. 
Germany’s dye and chemical industries grew exponentially in the decades prior to 1900, and expanded into pharmaceuticals, 
electrochemistry, and agricultural chemicals. This rapid expansion had two significant corollaries: the development of the first class 
of industrial managers in the world and a scientific Renaissance in German universities – over 1/3 of all Nobel prizes issued during 
the German Empire’s existence went to German scientists.

• German Empire had internal contrasts: social/electoral/economic advances v. authoritarian

✓ Universal male suffrage, first social welfare system

✓ Industrial and military expansion, industrial managers, scientific Renaissance

Critical Reading: Passage 6



This growth was not without a significant dark side. The authoritarianism that quickly built an impressive industrial base also lent 
itself to disastrous social policies. Extending the vote to every adult male meant that suddenly, repressed minorities had a voice in 
the government. In response, Bismarck carried out two campaigns: the kulturkampf and Germanization. In the former, the Imperial 
government, over the course of a decade, imprisoned every single Catholic bishop and as many as 1/4 of parishes found 
themselves without a priest. Efforts were also made to get every single person in the Empire to speak German. Significant 
minorities spoke French, Polish, and Lithuanian and efforts to force such groups to adopt German backfired spectacularly. In one
province, the percentage of German-speaking citizens actually dropped by over 10%.

In the arena of foreign policy, the results of authoritarianism were worse, a trend best revealed by the incident which led to 
Chancellor Bismarck’s resignation. Near the end of 1889, a group of coal miners in the German region of Silesia went on strike. 
Bismarck’s reaction was swift: he began mobilizing the Army to go in and crush the strike. Emperor Wilhelm, however, stopped him
and sent an official to negotiate with a delegation from the miners. The strike ended without violence and Bismarck resigned 
months later. Wilhelm is reputed to have said, “I do not wish to stain my reign with the blood of my subjects.” Yet such measured 
non-violence obviously did not stay the Emperor’s hand in dealing with the Empire’s colonies.

• Authoritarian “dark side” resulted in bad social policies: kulturkampf (imprisonment of Catholic bishops) and Germanization 
(German language requirement)

• Social and foreign policies backfired  led to Bismark’s resignation

Critical Reading: Passage 6



…It was a nation of impressive social, electoral, and economic advances but also strictly authoritarian…

…The authoritarianism that quickly built an impressive industrial base also lent itself to disastrous social policies…

…In the arena of foreign policy, the results of authoritarianism were worse…

social welfare

Germanization

reaction to universal male 
suffrage  anti-democratic

anti-suffrage

Critical Reading: Q41



In the arena of foreign policy, the results of authoritarianism were worse, a trend best revealed by the incident which led 
to Chancellor Bismarck’s resignation. Near the end of 1889, a group of coal miners in the German region of Silesia went on 
strike. Bismarck’s reaction was swift: he began mobilizing the Army to go in and crush the strike. Emperor Wilhelm, 
however, stopped him and sent an official to negotiate with a delegation from the miners. The strike ended without 
violence and Bismarck resigned months later. Wilhelm is reputed to have said, “I do not wish to stain my reign with the 
blood of my subjects.” Yet such measured non-violence obviously did not stay the Emperor’s hand in dealing with the 
Empire’s colonies.

…It was a nation of impressive social, electoral, and economic advances but also strictly authoritarian, a tension that 
embodied much of the zeitgeist of the subsequent century…

Critical Reading: Q42



Author supports social welfare!

The German Empire existed for only 47 years and yet did more to shape the nature of the 20th century than any other 
state in Europe (or possibly, the world). While most only remember WWI and the dissolution of the Second Reich, the 
German Empire should instead be remembered for its startling internal contrasts. It was a nation of impressive social, 
electoral, and economic advances but also strictly authoritarian, a tension that embodied much of the zeitgeist of the 
subsequent century.

Sure sounds like a historian!

Not close enough to the main theme…

Not related!

Critical Reading: Q43



This growth was not without a significant dark side. The authoritarianism that quickly built an impressive industrial base also 
lent itself to disastrous social policies. Extending the vote to every adult male meant that suddenly, repressed minorities had a 
voice in the government. In response, Bismarck carried out two campaigns: the kulturkampf and Germanization. In the former, 
the Imperial government, over the course of a decade, imprisoned every single Catholic bishop and as many as 1/4 of parishes 
found themselves without a priest. Efforts were also made to get every single person in the Empire to speak German. 
Significant minorities spoke French, Polish, and Lithuanian and efforts to force such groups to adopt German backfired 
spectacularly. In one province, the percentage of German-speaking citizens actually dropped by over 10%.

Critical Reading: Q44



𝑓 x = x x + x −𝑓 x = x x − x −𝑓 x = x − x − x𝑓′ x = x − x −𝑓′ − = − − − −𝑓′ − = + −𝑓′ − =

Quantitative Reasoning: Q10



න x − 𝑑𝑥
= x ++ − ቤx ++ + c

= ቚx − x + c= − − −= − − −= − − − = −

Quantitative Reasoning: Q11



Quantitative Reasoning: Q12

+ = + = = = =



m = –¼ 

Quantitative Reasoning: Q12



Q&A



Next Step 
Core Values

We are dedicated to providing personalized support, 
advice, and prep options that match each student’s 

individual needs.



• Always up-to-date content, strategy and tests

• Guaranteed Satisfaction

• No call center – Academic Managers guide you all the way!

• Always updating our content based on announced changes 
and student feedback

• Are ensured the most up-to-date, realistic experience…always
• Access to Online Forum for additional live support from fellow 

students and NSTP Content Team

✓ Over 50,000 students have used 
Next Step Test Prep in their prep journey 

Student Have 
a Choice



✓ No matter your study style, subject 
expertise, or PCAT goal, Next Step has an 
option for your personal needs and 
lifestyle.

• Free Practice Bundle Materials

• Self-Prep Materials and Planning

• Guided Online Study with Free Extra Help

• One-on-One Tutoring

Personalized 
Options



✓ No matter your study style, subject 
expertise, or PCAT goal, Next Step’s 
Tutoring is personalized for YOU

• Tailored Study Plan

• Flexible Online Tutor Sessions

• Top-Scoring, Expert PCAT Tutors

One-on-One 
Tutoring



✓ Finally, a high-quality PCAT prep choice delivering personalization, 
flexibility, and affordability in an easy-to-understand platform and a score 
guarantee.

• One-On-One Orientation
• Exclusive Study Plan Generator
• Ongoing Live-Online Office Hours (2x/week)
• 5 Full-Length PCAT Exams + Full-Length Diagnostic
• Review Book: 500+ pages
• Lesson Book: 200+ pages
• Lesson Videos: over 30 hours
• Content Videos: 50 videos with interactive quizzes
• 11 QBanks with over 450 questions
• Expertise Built & Supported by 99th %ile instructors

• Best value – only $599

Unmatched 
Online Course



✓ Your testing experience matters. Practice with the most representative PCAT 
exam platform available.

• Free Full-Length Diagnostic
• 5 Full-Length PCAT Exams
• Exclusive Study Plan Generator
• Lesson Book (print + online PDF)
• Review Book (print + online PDF)
• All 17 Lesson Videos
• All 50 Content Review Videos
• All Test Review Videos 
• All Sections Exams 
• Live Online Q&A Office Hours (2x/week)
• Online Forum Access

• Full Exam Bundle– only $99

Most Realistic 
Practice Exams



Access your
FREE PCAT Practice now!

nextsteptestprep.com/
free-pcat-practice-bundle

✓ Get the ONLY FREE PCAT Practice Bundle

• Full-Length PCAT Diagnostic Test
• Diagnostic Test Review Video (4 segments)
• Lesson 1 from PCAT Online Course
• PDF Sample: Lesson Book for Lesson 1
• PDF Sample: Review Book for Chapters 1-3
• Content Review Videos

• Scientific Method and Data Interpretation
• Quantitative Reasoning: Math Skills I
• Chemistry: Substitution and Elimination
• Biology: Kidney Structure and Function

• Exclusive Study Plan Generator
• Free Public Q&A Office Hours & Webinars

Next Step: 
Educate Every Day



Meet with an Academic Manager & build a strategy

• Discuss what works for you, from self-study to tutoring
• Personalize a Study Plan for YOU
• Plan around your study style and class/work schedule
• Speak with educational pros, not a call center

Attend free webinars

• Download the FREE PCAT BUNDLE and take the Diagnostic
• Take advantage of the free webinars and open Office Hours with a 

focus on PCAT subject reviews and strategy sessions

Let’s Get Social
• Follow us on Facebook, Instagram and YouTube

nextsteptestprep.com/
pcat-tutoring

Contact an Academic 
Manager for a 

free PCAT Consultation 
and plan your prep today!

Take the Best 
Next Step



Get Solid Advice for Your Next Step

CALL  888-530-6398 FOR A FREE CONSULT



Why You Should 
Prep Now
✓ Prepping early ensures you’ll be ready for exam day!

PCAT COURSE SALE:   
NOW $150 OFF

Students receive $150 off if enrolled by 4/2/18

nextsteptestprep.com/pcat-course

$599       now only $449

PROMO CODE:  PCAT150


